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Value Set Values Maintenance Control Considerations 
 

Background:  
Value sets are used throughout Oracle in the definition of Key Flexfields and Descriptive Flexfields to 

provide a list of values for data entry.  Value sets are a shared configuration and can be used in multiple 

descriptive and key flexfields.  For example, a key flexfield related to Asset Location (Fixed Assets) and 

the Chart of Accounts (Accounting Key Flexfield) could both use a department value set.  For the Chart 

of Accounts, the department value set would denote which department is charged for departmental 

expenses.  For the Asset Location flexfield, the use of the department value set could denote which 

department ‘owns’ the asset.  With that as background, let’s look at the risks related to the maintenance 

of the value set values. 

Here is an example of a value set: 

 

As you can see from this example, the value set “14Deparment” is shared by three different Key 

Flexfields.  This same value set could be used in different Key Flexfields or by any Descriptive Flexfield.   

The ability to maintain Value Set Values are embedded throughout the application in various submenus 

related to Flexfields.  Below is a screen shot of the Flexfields submenu.  As you can see, there are three 

different forms referring to “Values”.  Here are the three forms (actually is the same underlying form 

with three different functions – see Appendix A) through which values relates to the value set (aka Value 

Set Values) can be maintained: 
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Descriptive Value Set Values: 

 

Key Flexfield Value Set Values: 
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Value Set Values: 

 

Here is an example of the Flexfield menu in which all three are contained: 

 

Key Flexfields and Descriptive Flexfields are used throughout the application and by various 

departments.   
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Here is a screen shot that identifies some of the Key Flexfields that are used throughout the application: 

Examples of Key Flexfields 

 

You can see that key flexfields are used in a variety of applications. 

Risks Related to Value Set Values 

Value Sets and the Values related to the value sets are a shared form that needs to be maintained to 

support varying functionality throughout the application.  Often, one or more of the forms that can 

maintain these values (Value Set Values, Descriptive Flexfield Values, and Key Flexfield Values) are given 

to a variety of employees including both end users and IT personnel.  There are a couple of notable risks: 

 Since value sets are shared by various key and descriptive flexfields, those that maintain the 

values may not be aware of the risks or make changes to the values without considering the 

impact of all the key and/or descriptive flexfields which will be impacted 

 Excessive access to these forms for employee(s) who are not authorized to make changes 

 Changes are made by a user to value set values for value sets that they are not authorized to 

maintain (for example, an accounting or HR employee adding a value to the value set pertaining 

to the chart of accounts (accounting key flexfield) 

With all common setups, management in IT and functional management must discuss the issues and 

risks related to maintaining the data.  However, the values maintained within these three forms have a 

particularly high risk.  Here is an example of values related to a value set that is used for the chart of 

accounts: 
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And a second screen shot with the Qualifiers window popped up: 

 

Since this is a shared configuration, any changes to values related to key or descriptive flexfields have 

some level of risk.  However, changes made to value related to the chart of accounts (accounting key 

flexfield) generally are deemed as high risk.  Some organizations that are subject to US Sarbanes-Oxley 

requirements have the maintenance of such values as a key control.  While I don’t generally recommend 

that as a key control (entity level controls related to the financial close generally provide good mitigating 

controls for the risks), some organizations have defined the control as ‘key’ which is indicative of the 

level of risk by some organizations related to this maintenance. 

When educated as to the level of risk most Accounting executives would rather not allow personnel 

outside the accounting department to be able to maintain the value associated with the chart of 
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accounts.  Unfortunately, Oracle does not provide an easy way (even in R12) to segregate the value sets 

to be maintained by different groups.  The only method of segregating the maintenance of these values 

is through the personalization of the form which becomes a somewhat complex personalization (writing 

code to the custom.pll) because the list of values needs to be conditionally restricted based on the 

responsibility that is using the form.  For example, a user in HR would not be able to maintain those 

value sets related to the chart of accounts.  The development specs needs to identify all value sets that 

are being used and which responsibility is authorized to maintain the data.  Here is an example: 

Value Set Authorized to maintain 

ABC_Company ABC GL IT Support 

ABC_Department ABC GL IT Support 

ABC_Account ABC GL IT Support 

ABC_Jobs ABC HR IT Support 

ABC_Asset_Location ABC FA IT Support 

 

Plan B: Monitoring changes made to certain high-risk value sets 
Another option that organizations have chosen is to deploy a trigger- or log-based auditing solution that 

captures the creation of and changes to the value sets.   Then, the system-based audit trail is reviewed 

by someone in accounting designated to ensure changes to the chart of accounts are properly 

authorized. 

 

Conclusion:   
Maintenance of value set values is a shared configuration.  Only users that are authorized to make such 

changes should be given access to the form(s) that allow the values to be maintained.  Risks related to 

maintenance of values throughout the application need to be discussed by IT and functional 

management.  Common ways to mitigate the risk are to have a detailed audit trail be developed using a 

trigger or log-based technology or to personalize the form to limit access to various users by 

conditionally limiting the list of values by responsibility. 
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Appendix A – screen shots of functions related to maintenance of value set 

values 
 

Here is a screen shot of the functions in question: 

 

Here is the information on the Form tab: 

 

 

 


